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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Study 
Consolidation has met a vital need of country school 
life, and undoubtedly proves a significant factor of rural edu¬ 
cation* Yet, the ungraded one-teacher school is still numeri¬ 
cally strong enough to call for definite treatment on the part 
of educators* Particularly does this statement apply to the 
agricultural areas of the south in their administration of Ne¬ 
gro schools* The majority of the rural schools provided for 
colored children in the south are still of the one-teacher type. 
Although it is desirable that certain characteristics 
peculiar to rural life be perpetuated, leaders in education to¬ 
day are opposed to a "ruralized** curriculum for pupils in these 
schools; and rightly so* Class education does not conform 
witn. our democratic ideals, nor with our changed standards of 
teaching. Consistent thinkers affirm that the main emphasis 
in a program for rural school betterment should be the adapta¬ 
tion of curricula and methods to changes that are influencing 
elementary education elsewhere. 
It is the purpose of this study to survey the development 
of rural schools in the state of Georgia, specifically with a 
view to determining the general trend of Negro education in an 
essentially agrarian region, and to evaluating achievement there 
in the light of present-day theory and practice* It necessarily 
follows that a preliminary discussion should be made both of the 
general direction of elementary education and of changing con¬ 
ceptions of the rural school, in order clearly to interpret 
trends in a definite field. 
Problems of the Modern glementary School-Teacher 
In the evolution of the modern elementary school, the 
following trends have arisen: the subordination of subject-matter 
to child interest; provision in a curriculum for individual 
% 
differences; first, through scientific measurement of child de¬ 
velopment; secondly, through adaptation of the materials of 
3 
learning to the needs and abilities of pupils. 
ife are familiar with the terms progressive education; 
creative education; activity program; conduct curriculum; child- 
centered school; and the like. But is there agreement as to 
the principles underlying these methods and their application to 
the average classroom situation? Have we also differentiated 
carefully the new systems, weighing and judging them in the light 
of an accepted educational philosophy? 
The activity program has attained a high degree of recog¬ 
nition through its most successful exponent, Dr. Ellsworth G. 
Collings. In "An Experiment with a Project Curriculum," the 
author describes a thoroughly workable program based on life 
activities. Results obtained under the favorable conditions 
outlined by Dr. Collings were sufficiently practicable to admit 
oj. a further treatise, in which he elaborates a scheme of 
teacher rating through the measurement of "pupil-drive" and 
"pupil-response. 
A teacher is estimated by her power to develop on the 
part of pupils initiative, self-direction, success in weighing 
and judging values, insight into the selection of higher goals. 
1. Collings, Ellsworth* School Supervision in Theory and Practice-- 
Thoraas Y. Crowell Company—1927—Hew York 
or "leading-on tendencies." 
The peculiar value of the plan rests in its criterion of 
pupil-purposing, planning, executing and judging--the crucial 
factors of an activity program* 
The proponents of a child—centered school advocate what 
is known as creative expression* Their main tenet is freedom 
of development* In "Creative Power,” Mearns summarizes these 
principles in the statement that "the standardized curricular 
education requires ,resultst each day, each week, surely each 
month; with an accumulated measurable outcome at the end of each 
semester; creative education thinks in terms of years* The 
creative school cares not how inept and slovenly a lad may he 
the whole term if it sees something personal and fine taking 
slow possession of him. "■*- 
The "creative" thinkers have set forth, indeed, vital 
aopects of teaching* But, as Rugg and Shumaker remark* "The 
schools appear to shun technique*"1 2 Very plainly, too, they 
neglect or at least minimize that which must always constitute 
a fundamental aim of teaching--the mastery of factual learnings. 
Dr. Melvin, in "Progressive Teaching," apparently has 
1. Mearns, William Hughest Creative Power—Doubleday, Doran & Co 
1929--New York 
2. Rugg, Harold 0., and Shumaker, Annt The Child-Centered School- 
World Book Co.--1928--Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
combined the advantages of the progressives and the conserva¬ 
tives* In his advocacy of a conduct curriculum, Melvin consid¬ 
ers first the significance for growth of a good environment. 
The following questionnaire gives added insight into his theory. 
"Is the learner dominating the learning process or am I 
unduly active in what should be his learning process? 
MDo the learners carry on the activities in which they 
are engaged for their own sake; in other words, is the motiva¬ 
tion direct rather than artificial? 
"Are the students forming sound moral habits? 
/ 
"Am I assisting the students to work according to sound 
study habits?" 
Obviously the progressives are in accord a3 to underlying 
principles! provision for Initiative and for executing and judg¬ 
ing; emphasis on the individuality of the child; a natural and 
a social environment; guidance rather than autocratic control. 
However, as far as application of the theory to average class¬ 
room situations is concerned, Melvin presents a more definite 
and workable plan than do the others; a modified progressive 
program consistent with our educational philosophy; conforming 
to the present social order without rejecting ideal3 of proved 
value. 
It is toward this middle ground that the leveling process 
demanded by conflicting socio-political interests to-day i3 di¬ 
rected. Education within the present decade is being tested by 
the same criteria with which our economic, social, and political 
standards are measured. Does the democratic ideal inhere more 
in the conventional conception of education than in the progres¬ 
sive scheme? Sheats, in considering these questions, advocates 
a middle ground; a compromise between the conservative and the 
new.^ He states that, according to the conservative, “the sole 
function of the school, the only excuse for its creation and 
maintenance as an agency of the state, is to transmit the social 
heritage, without comment, to the younger generation.* 
On the other hand, the progressives "would build specif¬ 
ically for the future, inculcating attitudes of mind and habits 
of thought which are in harmony with the conditions of the new 
social order which they believe to be already emerging. They 
would use the school, both in respect to curriculum and to meth¬ 
ods of teaching, in order to indoctrinate a new society.* 
1. Sheats, Paul H. * Education and the Quest for a Middle \7ay-- 
The Macmillan Company--1938—Hew York 
It is unnecessary to accept Sheats* extreme view of the 
progressives to realize that education in our changing world 
must seek stabilization through an attempt at interpreting wisely 
both schools of thought; must Conserve the heritage of the 
group and yet prepare for the future, considering neither of 
these foods’ mutually exclusive.”1 
Significant Trends in Rural Education 
The major problems of rural education to-day center 
around organization; length cf school term in its relationship 
to retardation; provision for individual differences; and the 
nature and scope of the curriculum. It is worthy of note that, 
in adhering to a system of grading, rural schools have kept pace 
with urban schools. Where consolidation is the rule, grading 
presents few disadvantages. But the adoption of this plan han¬ 
dicaps seriously the one-teacher school. The objections to 
grading in one—teacher schools are readily apparent. 
In a rural one-teacher school pupils range all the way 
from the preschool age to late adolescence. This varied horde 
cannot well be assorted on the customary basis of grade levels* 
1. Sheats, Paul H.* Education and the quest for a Middle Way-- 
The Macmillan Company—1938—New York 
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Frequently the more mature pupils enter school late or are re¬ 
tarded because of physical, mental , or emotional disabilities* 
Consequently they must partake of a belated mental pabulum in 
the society of naive beginners* The effect on the immature 
pupil is also noticeable* If he does not develop a superiority 
complex, he is liable, on the other hand, to absorb the droller¬ 
ies, the ineptitudes, the weaknesses that usually accompany the 
efforts of over-age students* 
Then there is the question of distribution of subjects 
in an elementary school comprising large numbers of pupils* In 
order that provision be made for their mastery, the daily program 
must be so arranged that the several classes have an opportunity 
to "recite” in each subject* Let us suppose that a rural one- 
teacher school has eight grades; that provision is made daily 
for a "recitation" at least in arithmetic, reading, language, 
spelling, writing, geography, history, or civics. With classes 
meeting from nine o’clock until half past three or four o’clock 
in the afternoon, ingenuity is demanded of the teacher who would 
arrange a schedule that affords equality of opportunity for all* 
Infinitely greater skill is needed to prevent that dissipation 
of effort which demoralizes pupils working independently during 
the so-called recitation periods of the other groups. Small 
wonder that the percentage of inferior achievement, of non-pro¬ 
motion, and of retardation in rural schools exceeds that of ur¬ 
ban districts. 
This defect in the organization of one-teacher schools 
has long confronted rural educators. Numerous solutions of the 
problem have been offered. Significant among them are alterna¬ 
tion, correlation, individualization of instruction, and group¬ 
ing, either on the basis of age—grade levels, or of subjects. 
i2ie method of grouping to-day takes precedence over alternation 
and correlation. An excellent method of grouping has been con¬ 
ceived by Hoffman as a means of improving rural one-teacher 
schools in the state of Illinois.^* Organization here assumes 
the form of grouping according to subjects. The entire daily 
schedule centers around the major subjects. In the last anal¬ 
ysis, the Hoffman program discloses the fact of marked similar- 
< 
ity between grouping by combined grades and by combined subjects. 
Both aspects of grouping are based on the major principles gov¬ 
erning newer trends in rural education. Grouping by subjects 
1. Hoffman, U. J.« One-Teacher Schools of Illinois—Illinois — 
Department of Public Instruction—1929 
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automatically assigns to their respective units pupils of ad¬ 
vanced or intermediate or primary status, thus acknowledging the 
psychology of development by periods. 
The best methods of individualization of instruction are 
utilized. As a matter of fact the plan is regarded by Miss 
,/ox fora as essentially designed for individualizing the work of 
the elementary rural school. However, nschools which feature 
the group instruction of children emphasize centers of interest 
for the entire class because they believe that the maximum 
growth of the individual occurs as he contributes to the group. 
♦ •••At the same time, the organization allows for a maximum of 
adaptations to the capacities, aptitudes, and abilities of indi¬ 
viduals..... In schools where the individualization of instruc¬ 
tion is featured, the contrary holds. Here emphasis is primari¬ 
ly upon the individual and secondarily upon the group. 
Other significant problems of rural education result from 
the relatively shorter terms of country schools, and perplex ru¬ 
ral workers because of the unavoidable retardation of large num¬ 
bers of pupils. Valuable suggestions for the solution of this 
problem are now available. The major plans introduce into rural 
1. Wofford, Kate V* * Modern Education in the Small Rural School-- 
The Macmillan Company—1938--Hew York 
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school management two radical reforms; first* a lengthened ele¬ 
mentary school course, reverting to the earlier nine-year period 
for the average pupil; second, an increase in the time allotment 
of the school week, either by extra hours in the daily schedule, 
or hy the inclusion of Saturday classes. Owing to transporta¬ 
tion problems, to the distances which separate rural pupils from 
school centers, to the exacting home duties of farm children, 
the method of the added day should have precedence. 
As a third method of simplifying the scheme of teaching 
in the ungraded school, individualization has an unquestioned 
claim to the attention. Among early measures for adapting in¬ 
struction to the individual, homogeneous grouping is endorsed. 
Its peculiar advantage is a more uniform and unhampered progress 
of pupils through the grades. The disadvantages of the plan 
are an unavoidable consciousness of class, resulting in discour¬ 
agement and lack of effort on the part of the dull pupil; in the 
antagonism of the parent whose child is thus stigmatized. There 
is evident, also, in the device a disregard for the factor of 
social age. The disadvantages of the method in all probability 
outweigh the advantages. Present-day authorities in rural edu- 
12 
cation are more nearly in agreement as to a method of adjustment 
through differentiated school activities* They would adapt the 
curriculum to the ability of the individual pupil, allowing him 
to progress at his own rate? thu3 evaluating classroom work at 
varying levels of achievement* Outstanding examples of this 
form of individuation are the Wlnnetka and the Dalton plans* 
Variations of the method are the challenge, the contract, direc¬ 
ted study* It must readily be granted that modes of adjustment 
which give such latitude to the pupil *s individual taste not only 
will accelerate his mental growth, but also will provide for his 
physical and emotional well-being* 
In the foreground of methods for improving rural schools 
to-day is that of curriculum reorganization* Although the con¬ 
cept of a “ruralized* curriculum to a certain extent is embedded 
within the plan, rural leaders place new interpretations upon 
the theory* 33ie major problems involved in curriculum adapta¬ 
tions and reorganization include "a search for educational re¬ 
sources afforded by the activities and experiences potential or 
already existing in rural communities; collection of lists of 
problems or projects found to be vital to rural children, which 
13 
afford valuable approaches to needed subject-matter or experien¬ 
ces; co-operative development or selection of individual prac¬ 
tice materials related to group activities or to large problems 
or projects; and assistance from research. 
Differentiation of curricula in rural schools would affect 
in no respect the objectives of education* Rather would rural 
leaders insist on distinctions in "emphasis, approach, and con¬ 
tact. H Dr* Brian says, "We do not wish to ruralize the rural 
school; we must psychologize it* ¥e do not wish to vocational- 
o 
ize it; we must socialize it** 
In concluding this presentation of major trends in ele¬ 
mentary education and in rural education specifically, the ten¬ 
dency toward improved standards through lengthening the period 
of school training into adulthood must not be neglected. The 
"democratic ideal11 which we accept implies that a degree of uni¬ 
formity inheres in an educational system concerned primarily with 
citizenship goals. In this sense uniformity is achieved 
through "the integrative elements of education1^ that demand min¬ 
imal essentials of learning for all* The standard set to-day 
for these minimal essentials is at least the completion of a senior 
1. U. S* Office of Education Bulletin, 1927, number 24t Rural 
School Supervision 
2* Ibid* 
3* Bufterweck, Joseph S., and Seegers, John C.s An Orientation Course 
in Education--Houghton, Mifflin Company--1933—Boston, Mass. 
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high school course.^ 
II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL SCHOOLS IN GEORGIA 
The Beginning of Public Education in the South 
Public education in the southern states prior to the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century was conspicuous by its absence 
both in theory and practice. Wherever education was adminis¬ 
tered within the states, private agencies assumed entire responsi¬ 
bility for this service. The southern colonies supported an 
aristocratic concept of education copied from the “mother” coun¬ 
try. After the War between the States, however, new problems 
confronted this region. On the solution of these problems, 
which Y/ere in the main economic, political, and social, depended 
the survival of the southern states. One of their major dilem¬ 
mas was provision for training in citizenship of the newly freed 
men. 
The period of the Reconstruction introduced drastic meas¬ 
ures for educating the freedmen. In all the southern states 
public schools were provided for instruction in the rudiments of 
1. sheats, Paul H.* Education and the Quest for a Middle Way—The 
Macmillan Company—1938 
"A general education provided for all and carried through until 
the twentieth year can help considerably in supplying the indi¬ 
vidual with this greater facility in adjustment.” 
15 
learning* They were necessarily crude and inadequate, owing to 
the fact that they originated as an emergency plan. But these 
schools served the purpose of providing for the spiritual needs 
of a people at that time incapable of assimilation as citizens 
of our republic. 
Records of the period are not extant in the-separate 
states that provide exact information as to administration of 
public schools during the early years of their existence. Sta¬ 
tistics, however, afford sufficient knowledge of the general 
status of public education in the south to enable us to deter¬ 
mine fairly accurately the methods of training employed in a 
particular state* Quoting “The Annals of the American Academy 
of Political and Social Sciences,” 1928, it is worthy of note 
that "beginning with Arkansas in 1864, a majority of southern 
states had enacted laws setting up public schools for both 
whites and Negroes under the Presidential Plan of Restoration. 
Congress refused, however, to permit the plan inaugurated by 
Lincoln and continued by Johnson to prevail. It reduced the 
southern states to provinces; established martial law in them; 
and required them, before they could be restored to statehood. 
16 
to write new constitutions in accordance with the congressional 
plan of reconstruction....•Alabama adopted the new constitution 
# 
November 5, 1867, and was followed by the other states in quick 
succession.nl 
Under this law education v/as provided free of charge for 
all children in these states between the ages of six and twenty- 
one years. The cost of educating these pupils was to be met 
through taxation. However, the lowered economic status of the 
south rendered almost prohibitive adequate public schools because 
of insufficient revenue through their mode of taxation and 
through the rise of political corruption. In the earliest period 
of the reform the schools were poorly attended. In many states 
they "literally died of starvation.....though in Virginia and 
Georgia, some real progress was being made.” 
The apparent failure of the new educational requirements 
led to a reorganization of the political system instituted by 
Congress. 3y 1876 the states were again in control of govern¬ 
mental affairs in the south. One of their earliest reforms 
was the revision of the statutes by which public education was 
administered. The main clause in the new legislation enacted 
1. Newbold, N. C.i Common Schools for Negroes in the South 
Annals of the American Academy, 104 (209-24) (1928) 
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by North Carolina in 1875 states that! ".The children of the 
white race and the children of the colored race shall be taught 
in separate schools; but there shall be no discrimination in 
favor of or to the prejudice of either race." 
A dual system of education for the races was thus initin¬ 
ted. North Carolinafs law was adopted by the other southern 
states in similar form* 
However, at the same time, other agencies were at work 
supplementing these crude attempts at providing schools for the 
Negro race. The earliest significant measures were introduced 
by means of the Freedmen's Bureau. "Through the Freedmen's Bu¬ 
reau of the National Government, beginning in November, 1865, 
ninety schools were being maintained.....In 1866, 493 schools 
were carried on by the various societies federated under the 
American Freedmen's union Commission.nl Following immediately 
upon the successful efforts of The Freedmen's Bureau, missionary 
societies opened schools for Negroes in various sections of the 
s o uth. 
The Work of Philanthropic Agencies 
Among early philanthropic agencies for the improvement 
1. Annals of the American Academy, Vol. 140, pp. 122-127 
18 
i 
of Negro education in the south, the American Missionary Associa¬ 
tion has earned nation-wide recognition. Throughout the south¬ 
ern states schools of the status of academies arose during the 
last three decades of the nineteenth century. The equipment, 
teacher-personnel, high moral and cultural atmosphere of these 
schools were in marked contrast to the free schools. Parents 
sacrificed willingly in order to secure for their children one 
advantages of missionary schools. Notable in Georgia for its 
achievement at this time is Atlanta University. This school, 
now devoted entirely to higher education, at first offered also 
class instruction in the grades. Pupils from urban districts 
and from remote rural areas, not only in Georgia, but also in 
the other southern states, attended the institution. Many of 
these students were over-age for the grades; but, in spite of 
their handicap, they frequently completed higher courses. The 
increasing fame of the missionary school placed public schools 
in ill repute. Their ranks were greatly depleted. 
The Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and Bpiscopalians 
have left records of a similar work originating in a desire for 
the uplift of the Negro. A number of Georgia’s worthiest msti- 
19 
tutions of learning approximate in date of establishment and in 
curricular organization the work of Atlanta University. Promi- 
nent in this group are Morehouse College, formerly Atlanta Bap¬ 
tist College, founded in 1867; Clark University, founded by the 
Methodists in 1870; Ballard Normal School at Macon and the Albany 
Normal School at Albany, founded by the American Missionary Asso¬ 
ciation respectively in 1865 and 1870. 
Space is devoted here to the private school for colored 
students to emphasize the fact that the rural school, in spite 
of public administration, remained under a cloud for a consider¬ 
able period of time; that "there is practically nothing left in 
the way of permanent.records to testify as to the net results in 
the education of Negro children in the common schools at this 
time. There are very clear records of fine results obtained by 
various missionary and private enterprises; proving that the Ne¬ 
gro people were keen to have their children educateo and tnat 
the Negro children had both the inclination and the capacity to 
learn. 
Among important private agencies that have contributed 
to Negro education is the John P. Slater fund, which "for tv/enty- 
1. Newbold, N.C.J Common Schools for Negroes in the South 
Annals of the American Academy, 1928 
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nine years aided church and private schools mainly. In 1911, 
this fund began to encourage what have been called County Train¬ 
ing Schools, or district schools. Under certain conditions the 
John E. Slater fund gives $500 a year to each County Training 
School. The purpose is to develop high schools and to offer 
simple courses as far as possible in the basic industries of the 
community and in teacher training.” 
Other less permanent private aids to the support of Negro 
schools were instituted. The George Peabody fund, established 
as early as 1867, aimed to finance both white and Negro schools. 
After the adoption of a dual system for the races, the Peabody 
fund was applied mainly to education of white children.^- The 
Daniel Hand fund contributed to Negro education and was estab¬ 
lished in 1888. 
Difficulties Encountered 
in the Improvement of Negro Rural Schools 
It is clear, then, that rural schools for Negroes from 
their inception have met with indifferent success. The earliest 
trend in this phase of education apparently was a very rudimentary 
1. Annals of the American Academy (History of Negro Education), 
1928 
training for pupils who were handicapped by the inaccessibility 
of privately administered schools; by economic circumstances; 
and by the problem of transportation. Irregularity of attend¬ 
ance, enforced by the seasonal employment of children in agricul¬ 
tural areas, was also countenanced more readily by rural school 
authorities than by private institutions. The following tables 
present the relative status of Negro rural schools from the ear¬ 
liest records to 1935, 
TABLE I 
Progress of Education in the 16 Former Slave States 
(Annual Report, Commissioner of Education, 1910-1916) 
Common School Enrollment 
Year Whi t e Colored 
1870-76 No record No record 
1876-77 1,827,139 571,506 
1883-83 2,546,448 1,002,313 
1893-94 3,848,541 1,432,198 
1903-04 4,522,744 1,577,384 
1913-14 5,789,371 1,895,199 
• 
TAEEE II 
Enrollment in State Common Schools of Pupils 5-17 (: 
(Annual Report, Commissioner of Education, 1917) 
Year State No,Pupils Enrolled Total No. 
White 
1870-71 Georgia 
1879-80 » 
1889-90 " 
1899-1900 " 
1909-10 » 
1914-15 « 
Colored Pupils Enrolled 
49,578 
236,533 
381,297 
482,673 
555,794 
625,854 
22 
TABLE III 
From Annual Report, 1916 
Enrollment in sTate Common Schools 
Year State Ho* Pupils Enrolled 
White Colored 
1913-14 Georgia 239,783 
TABLE IV 
From Bulletin, 1928, Ho* 19 
Enrollment in Kindergartens and Elementary Grades 
Year State Enrollment—Kindergarten 
and Elementary Grades 
White Colored 
1925-26 Georgia 235,476 
Owing to the lack of continuity of data represented in 
Table I, it was not possible to record separately the enrollment 
of white and colored children later than 1913. The signifi¬ 
cance of this table, however, rests in the evidence which it 
holds of the slow growth of the rural school enrollment among 
Hegroes during the early period, and the gradual increase of 
the school population in later periods* 
Table II explains the general nature of growth in rural 
school enrollment for Georgia beginning with the year 1870 and 
ending in 1914. Although the record contained information only 
ox the total enrollment, the same trend is noticeable in these 
data that characterized the schools of the major southern states 
as a group. Tables III and IV are representative of enrollment 
for colored children alone in Georgia during 1913 and 1925. The 
information derived from these four tables relates in each case 
to children five to seventeen years of age. 
It must be borne in mind, however, that these records 
give no insight into daily attendance on the part of pupils en¬ 
rolled, nor into length of school term. The ratio between daily 
attendance and enrollment, together with the number of possible 
days in school has greater significance in determining progress 
in the rural districts of Georgia* Records thus far examined 
contain no continuous data elong these lines. Enrollment in 
Georgia schools according to length of term, 1935-1936, indi¬ 
cates, however, that colored schools favor generally shorter 
terms than do white schools. No white schools are maintained 
for a period of less than one hundred days; no colored schools 
are attended for a period of 185 days or more. 
TABLE V 
Enrollment in Georgia Schools According to Length of Term** 1 2 
1935-1956 
Length of Term in Lays 
80-84 
85-89 
90-94 
95-99 
100-104 
105-109 
110-114 
115-119 
120-124 
125-129 
130-134 
135-139 
140-144 
145-149 
150-154 
155-159 
160-164 
165-169 
170-174 
175-179 
180-184 
185-190 
215 
Totals 
White Colored 
3,669 
293 
463 
1,111 
2,629 14,922 
129 1,247 
1,120 4,871 
4,382 25,712 
16,332 72,689 
1,050 620 
5,057 5,976 
13,429 9,228 
50,734 21,427 
825 1,642 
2,079 717 
13,655 3,608 
38,158 11,900 
1,531 691 
4,358 7,892 
147,779 25,256 
170,648 49,468 
10,219 
1,116 
485,230 263,402 
A study made by Dr* Ambrose Caliver, and published in 
1935 by the United States Office of Education, treats of "The 
2 
Availability of Education to Negroes in Rural Communities.» 
1. State Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia! Bulletin 
No. 1, September, 1935 
2. Bulletin 1935, No. 12, U. S. Dept, of the Interior, Office 
of Education 
25 
Schools for Negro children were surveyed in twenty-eight coun¬ 
ties of six southern states which maintain separate schools for 
colored and white racesj namely, Arkansas, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Georgia, Texas and Virginia. Included in the study 
are 142 schools in the state of Georgia and 9518 pupils. These 
particular states were chosen because they typify conditions 
that influence education in the southern states# inaccessibility 
of schools to rural groups; difficulties of transportation; 
physical features of the environment; types of schools and their 
equipment; length of term. 
It was found that accessibility of schools correlated 
highly with distance from the institution, modes of transporta¬ 
tion, and physical features of the environment affecting trans¬ 
portation. There were also interrelationships of these factors 
with occupational prevalence. As an illustration of these 
trends it is seen that children of school age living the greatest 
distance from schools invariably either attend irregularly or 
voluntarily leave school. Where physical features of the en¬ 
vironment are definitely unfavorable, there is a similar tendency 
on the part of rural children. In the states represented by 
£6 
the study, hilly regions with dirt roads are difficult to travel 
during and immediately after the rainy season, even though dis¬ 
tance is not a barrier. Transportation facilities for children 
in the rural areas of these six states are very limited for col¬ 
ored pupils* Irregularity of attendance characterizes the ma¬ 
jority of children enrolled in the small rural school--the one- 
or two-teacher type--more frequently than in the consolidated 
school. In the first place, the one-teacher school is the pre¬ 
dominating type for Negroes; secondly, consolidation is dependent 
for its success on provision of transportation facilities. The 
occupations prevalent in these rural areas are mainly cotton and 
tobacco farming; cotton-producing areas until recently making 
the greatest demands on labor. To meet these demands, seasonal 
employment of school children is necessary. 
Interrelationship of these factors may readily be seen. 
The small rural school is an accompaniment of sparsely populated 
regions; inadequate financial support; and low cultural aims. 
These conditions account for the prevalence of such schools. 
Unfavorable environment, together with distance and occupational 
level, tend to limit the school term and to create irregularity 
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of attendance and a degree of school mortality which has placed 
the one-teacher school in ill repute. 
In order to interpret these facts in terms of Georgiafs 
school system, it will he well to consult statistical data from 
Dr. CTaliverfs report. The findings are **that the largest per¬ 
centage of children traveling over dirt roads is in Georgia, and 
tne smallest in Virginia, their respective percentages being 
90.45 and 54.76. Conversely, the smallest percentage of children 
traveling over hard—surface roads to and from school is also in 
Georgia, while the largest percentage is in Virginia.” 
It is also pertinent that the average length of the school 
term is relatively low for the state of Georgia, as is shown in 
the following table, Georgia ranking third. Comparable data are 
TABLE) VI 
Average Length of Term in Negro and White Schools 
in Six States, 193I-52-1- 
State White Negro 
Schools Schools 
State White Negro 
Schools Schools 
Arkansas 
Georgia 
North Carolina 
143 
146 
160 
116 
121 
143 
South Carolina 
Texas 
Virginia 
169 
164 
170 
114 
137 
163 
1. U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1935, No. 12: Availability of 
Education to Negroes (Caliver) 
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found also in the survey of average attendance of school children 
in these states* Georgia is rated third in the groups 90*4 days 
representing the average number of days attended by Negro pupils 
during the year 1931-32* In tabulating these data* Htiie average 
number of days each pupil enrolled attended school was compared 
with all pupils in the six states.^ 
The relationship of these factors to size of school—to 
the prevalence of one-teacher schools—is clearly shown by the 
items in the following table taken from the Annual Report of the 
Department of Education of Georgia for the year 1935-36* Ihe 
TABL3 VII 
Georgia Schools According to Size * 1955-36 
Size of School Number of Schools 
Number of Teachers Employed 7/hite Colored 
Number of Schools Having 
One Teacher 534 2,438 
Total Number of Schools 2,724 3,425 
percentage of one—teacher schools for colored pupils ao that 
time was 71.1. Although the total number of schools for Negroes 
exceeds that of schools for the white race, the number of schools 
decreases notably with increase in the size of institutions. 
1* U. S* Office of Education Bulletin 1935, No* 12s Availacility 
of Education to Negroes (Caliver) 
This tendency is shown in the recording of data for white schools 
Yet these schools show greater uniformity of numbers, especially 
in cases employing from one to eight teachers* Space does not 
admit of inclusion in the table of the entire list of schools, 
which extends to those having twenty or more teachers* 
Combining the results of Dr* Caliver's study of special 
factors involved in the education of Negroes in rural districts, 
we are able to reach fairly accurate conclusions as to the inter¬ 
relationship of these factors in Georgia's school system* Of 
the six states included in the study, Georgia ranks third in the 
percentage of Negro children living two miles or more from school 
the percentage being 43*57. Georgia's rank in terms of percent¬ 
age of children transported at public expense is two; the per¬ 
centage, 3.97. The percentage of Negro children in Georgia 
traveling hard-surface roads to and from school is 3.4; Georgia's 
rank in this respect is six* The percentage of children travel¬ 
ing good roads to and from school is 15.18; Georgia's rank, six* 
‘With reference to average number of days in attendance, Georgia's 
record for each pupil is 90.4; her rank, four* The percentage 
of schools that are of the one- and two-teacher type in Georgia 
is 88.43; the state's rank in this respect is five. The inter- 
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relationship of these varied factors proves high for Georgia; 
the need for improvement conforms to the pattern of achievement. 
Virginia ranks first in the largest number of items recorded. 
Influence of the Jeanes Supervisor 
In "Modern Education in the Small Rural School," the 
author outlines effectively three periods in the history of ele¬ 
mentary education in the United States. These periods are 
classified as the Period of the Three Rfs; the Period of Supple¬ 
mentary Courses and Materials; and the Modern Period in Curricu¬ 
lum Construction.! The influence of the first period on the 
country schools of the south has already been traced in "Diffi- 
culties Encountered in the Negro Rural Schools of Georgia." 
It remains to show what was the effect of the "enriched content" 
theory on these schools* A preliminary sketch of this influ¬ 
ence on country schools generally will tend to clarify the main 
issues and to determine accurately their social values. 
Beginning with the last decade of the nineteenth century 
and extending into the first decade and part of the second decade 
of the twentieth century , changes in industry were rapidly in- 
1. Wofford, K&te V.: Modern Education in the Small Rural School-- 
The Macmillan Company—1938—New York 
Types of Improved Rural School Buildings 
in the Southern States 
creasing the wealth of the United States and raising the stand¬ 
ard of living. As improved conditions of the home became 
standardized and prosperity wide-spread, it was natural that 
older cultural attitudes should no longer suffice. Contacts 
were being made between remote areas and cities through better 
means of communication. Knowledge of urban advancement could 
not long be withheld from rural inhabitants. Significant at 
the time for education was the adoption of new aims and new 
curricula to meet cultural needs. An enriched content was in¬ 
troduced into city school systems that included social studies, 
natural science, expression subjects—art, music, literature, 
and vocational subjects* The vocations aimed at first to ac¬ 
quaint students with new industrial developments; later, the 
ideal of specialized training colored these courses. 
The rural schools of the United States were not slow in 
following the movement. Toward the close of the first decade 
of the twentieth century the trend was definitely in the direc¬ 
tion of vocationalizing schools, urban and rural. In the re¬ 
port of the national Education Association, 1914, Arthur Henry 
Chamberlain summarizes results of a questionnaire regarding the 
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needs of rural schools sent to state, county and city superin¬ 
tendents in the United States.1 
The needs most frequently listed are: "better, closer, 
and more expert rural school supervision; better-trained teachers; 
consolidation of districts and centralization of schools. 
The next most needed improvement is thought to be the modixica- 
tion of the course of study the better to meet the needs of the 
rural community. Farm mathematics, applied chemistry and phys¬ 
ics, industrial education, home economics for girls, and agri¬ 
culture are elements of this modified course.Closing the 
list of needed improvements, we find.the introduction 01 vo¬ 
cational work and enforcement of attendance laws.* 
A year later, the emphasis on vocations is still apparent. 
The national Education Proceedings, 1915, contains a report 
bearing on the same problem. In "Our Rural Schools” the state¬ 
ment occurs that "the rural schools the country over are not 
keeping pace with the city schools. They do not meet the needs 
of the rural communities.At present the rural school exerts 
little influence on the social or business life of the community, 
schools being regarded as something apart from real living.w 
1. H.E.A. Proceedings 1914, p. 327; Co-operating Forces for the 
improvement of Rural School Conditions (Chamberlain) 
2. U.E.A. Proceedings 1915, p. 99; Our Rural Schools (Holden) 
In 1915 the vocational aim had probably advertised itself 
sufficiently to evoke new interests. Nevertheless, the vigor 
with which rural school leaders had given expression to the the¬ 
ory characterized practically ten years of the new century* 
Even the small rural schools accepted the principle and made 
considerable progress along vocational lines* The scattered 
one- and two-teacher schools for Negroes made their contribution 
to the movement through an influence that is probably the sole 
reason for their survival to the present time* 
In 1907 the Anna T* Jeanes fund, a Negro rural school 
appropriation, was formally organized under a board of trustees* 
The sum of $1,000,000 was assigned to the trustees for the pur¬ 
pose of improving small rural schools for colored children in 
the south* By the terms of the grant, "no part of the income 
of this fund ever should be used for any large school."1 The 
gift was formally accepted in 1908 and from that date to the 
present time, with the aid of the John F* Slater fund and varied 
contributions from the southern states, has been the main source 
of improving conditions in the one- and two-teacher schools for 
colored rural pupils. At first the Jeanes teacher was merely 
1* The Jeanes Fund and the Jeanes Teacher (Annual Report of the 
John F. Slater Fund, 1936)—726 Jackson Place, N.tf., Washing¬ 
ton, D* C* 
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an extra worker whose field was that of directing industrial 
and community activities in her own school district. Later, 
the field was extended to that of industrial supervising teacher. 
Jnder this plan, ”one Negro woman was assigned to the staff of 
a county superintendent of schools to work among all the teachers 
ox all the Negro schools of the county to help them improve their 
schools and communities in every possible way.”1 
Thus the influence of the vocational aim of general ele¬ 
mentary education permeated the common school of the south. 
Yet, Jeanes teachers from the start, aside from improvements in 
the special field of industrial training, exerted an influence 
toward more efficient methods of teaching among the poorly 
trained workers in the small country school. The supervisory 
measures of the Jeanes teacher admitted of little emphasis on 
tnau inspectorial and critical form of supervision which tends 
to dishearten the worker. Rather did Jeanes supervisors co — 
operate with the classroom teacher? advise her as to instruction 
and organization in the formal aspects of teaching? suggest ways 
of utilizing community resources for remodeling inadequate 
buildings and equipment. 
1. The Jeane3 Fund and the Jeanes Teacher (Annual Report of the 
John F. Slater Fund, 1936)—726 Jackson Place, N. tf. , Wash¬ 
ington, D. C* 
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The earlier workers in this field were untrained in the 
sense of technical preparation, hut they were selected on the 
basis of successful experience in community work and industrial 
education* As results secured by their influence consistently 
yielded high returns for the expenditure, it was deemed advisable 
to raise the standard for their appointment to these supervisory 
units. Higher educational qualifications now are generally the 
rule. 
The aim of this co-operative mode of organization has 
been to make public school officials conscious of their responsi¬ 
bility for tne support of colored schools in the south. The 
fund, at the time of the John F. Slater report for 1936, was 
supplemented by appropriations from state and local taxation in 
the majority of states; supervision is directed by county super¬ 
intendents. The following table indicates the relative position 
of each of the southern states as determined by the number of 
counties supporting Jeanes teachers. 
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TABL3 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Lo uisiana 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
These data were listed 
of rural schools has advanced 
states represented; possibly, 
support of the fund. 
VIII 
Counties With Counties Needing 
Jeanes Teachers Jeanes Teachers 
1936-1937 1936-1937 
37 22 
19 25 
26 26 
37 97 
10 ' 16 
27 32 
50 29 
4 3 
57 25 
16 14 
37 9 
34 6 
30 36 
68 12 
452 352 
1936; they show that supervision 
at a different rate in the various 
because of variation in public 
Gradually the work of the Jeanes supervisor has come to 
mean not only direction of industrial activities in the rural 
schools of the south, but improvement of academic interests. 
The Jeanes worker has been instrumental in securing for these 
schools better prepared teachers through the encouragement of 
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in-service training on the part of those employed; through, 
teachers* institutes and demonstrations. She has also been able, 
"by right of her contacts, to recommend to county superintendents 
efficient and well-prepared workers. In the majority of cases, 
the Jeanes supervisor to-day has the academic background essen¬ 
tial to these requirements. 
In spite of the handicap of distance, supervisory load of 
the Jeanes worker, low academic rating of the average teacher in 
small rural schools, pressure of farm duties, and irregularity 
of attendance on the part of pupils, it is generally conceded 
that measurable progress has been made in the field of rural 
education among the colored people of the south; and that the 
Jeanes fund deserves credit for the advancement of these schools. 
A recent study of ’’Rural Elementary Education among Negroes under 
Jeanes Supervising Teachers,” by Dr. Caliver, has been published 
through the United States Office of Education.1 The author 
introduces his study with the statement that ’’the Jeanes work 
ha3 grown until at present there are 339 supervising teachers. 
They have promoted many diverse enterprises, but their most im¬ 
portant contribution has been in stimulating and encouraging the 
1. U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1933, No. 5t Rural Elementary 
Education among Negroes under Jeanes Supervising Teachers 
(Caliver) 
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colored people to "become interested in better schools, and in 
soliciting and maintaining co-operation in a program of educa¬ 
tional development for Negroes*M 
The study estimates improvement on the basis of school 
attendance; status of teachers; administrative and supervisory 
practices in the rural schools for Negroes; buildings and equip¬ 
ment* The general trend of rural education, viewed in the 
light of statistics, is that of accomplishment mainly along the 
lines of the improved status of teachers in elementary schools 
as evidenced in the following data; 
HThe training of the Negro teachers of rural elementary 
schools under Jeanes teachers increases markedly with the size 
of the school* The average for the entire group is about one 
year of college training* 
’’Negro rural teachers are beginning to make use of some 
of the newer devices in the promotion of the education of their 
pupils* Psychological examination and standardized objective 
tests were used, respectively, by thirteen and nineteen per cent* 
of the schools* Twenty-four per cent, of the teachers made 
some provision for individual differences*”1 
1. Bulletin 1933, No. 5i Rural Elementary Education among Negroes 
under Jeanes Supervising Teachers (u. 3. Office of Education) 
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The following table presents the range of activities in 
the field of individual differences* 
TABLE IX 
Teachers Making Provision for Individual Differences 
(Bullelfin 33-51 
Provision 
Grouping and sectioning 
Adapting courses and methods 
Supervised study 
Increased load 
Extra time 
Individual help 
Social recognition 
Other 
Humber replying 
Teachers 
Humber ' Per Cent 
38 24*8 
24 15.4 
1 
.6 
22 14.1 
39 25*1 
27 17.4 
3 1.9 
15 9.6 
16 9 
Dr* Caliver also presents facts bearing upon recent de¬ 
velopments in library facilities for Hegro rural elementary 
schools* He mentions that "library facilities for Hegro chil¬ 
dren in rural areas are (still) very meager* However, better 
prepared teachers, more modern methods, stimulation and aid from 
state and other agencies are beginning to have an influence in 
improving the school library situation for colored children. 
Other evidences of improved teacher status were derived 
in this study from an investigation of the cultural interests of 
1* Bulletin 1933, Ho* 5, U. S. Office of Education? Rural 
tary Education among Hegroes under Jeanes Supervising 
(Caliver) & 
Elemen- 
Teachers 
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Jeanes supervised teachers; of their attendance at educational 
meetings and reading of professional literature* Considering 
the second of these indices of growth, Dr* Caliver has classi¬ 
fied reading interests into five groups* The first group in¬ 
cludes "such journals as The Instructor, Grade Teacher, and 
Primary Education; the second group, journals and organs of edu¬ 
cational associations; the third. School Life; the fourth, mag¬ 
azines of a general nature having some educational bearing; the 
fifth group, miscellaneous works*”**' 
The majority of these cases fall within groups one and 
two; the smallest number of cases, within groups three and five. 
Meager as the results prove to be, the author of this study con¬ 
cludes that "Negro teachers under Jeanes supervisors, when their 
circumstances are considered, are endeavoring to advance them¬ 
selves professionally.”1 2 
The Jeanes worker, then, is an important factor of the 
rural situation in the south* Viewed in the light of statistics, 
results in the field of Negro education are meager. Yet, when 
interpreted in the light of difficulties encountered throughout 
the period of public education in this region, certain vital is- 
1. Bulletin 1933, No. 5, U* S. Office of Education: Rural Elementary 
Education among Negroes under Jeanes Supervising Teachers 
(Caliver) 
2. Ibid. 
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sues are involved* Wb cannot ignore the fact that, compared 
with the unsupervised group of Uegro rural teachers, achievement 
of Jeanes-supervised workers commands recognition* Secondly, 
the Jeanes worker, through directed activities, better adminis¬ 
trative measures, acquaintance with modern educational theory 
and practice, stimulation of professional interest, has proved 
her capacity for efficient guidance of rural school pupils. 
The Influence of Recent Social Change on Rural Education 
The rapid growth of cities in the United States was re¬ 
sponsible for the emphasis on vocational training that became 
an obsession of rural school leaders during the first decade 
and a half of the twentieth century* However, opposition to 
the movement began late in the second decade of the century. 
"The efforts to vocationalize education in the rural schools were 
carried to unreasonable lengths, and the whole course of study 
was planned in the interest of agriculture and rural life* A 
series of farm text-books was developed, so that rural children 
received all of their education in terms of rural materials* 
Their readers became *farm readers* and their arithmetic was based 
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solely on the needs of farm accounting. Since the text-book 
organization was the course of study, farra children were being 
exposed solely to an indoctrination process set up for the pur¬ 
pose of predisposing them to the farm and of definitely preparing 
them for farm work. 
The ideals inherent in this objective were antagonistic 
to the concept of democratic education, at that time, owing to 
the influence of John Dewey, being incorporated into the theory 
and practice of elementary schools. The ’’farm” curriculum em¬ 
phasized class education; limited the activities of country 
children to a narrow sphere. Industrial achievement at this 
period was proceeding at so rapid a rate in removing the isola¬ 
tion of rural people that the "country life" movement was obliged 
to undergo modification. The old idea of "rural education as 
education of country folks in the country, for the country" grad¬ 
ually lost influence with leaders in the field of education* 
In 1919, Lee L. Driver wrote that "whatever may have been 
its standard in the past, conditions have changed so rapidly 
that they are now vitally different; the demands made by society 
being so much greater, the home calling for a more cultivated 
1. Wofford, K&te V. * Modern Education in the Small Rural School 
The Macmillan Company—1938 
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family, business necessitating more efficient management.”1 
These changed conditions comprised in the main democratic 
living, and gave impetus to the progressive trend of a project 
curriculum; to the need for cultural as well as vocational train¬ 
ing of the ideal citizen. The three R»s had long been discarded 
as the basis of an elementary school curriculum; the "enriched 
content” theory had been interpreted in too practical a way; had 
been concerned more with preparation for adulthood than with the 
childfs immediate needs and interests. The concept of "experi¬ 
encing” became the major principle of elementary education, urban 
as well as rural. Leaders in the field of rural education in¬ 
sisted on curricular changes for elementary school pupils that 
would advance this standard. 
"The rural course of study,” in the words of Katherine M. 
Cook, "must be an organization of experiences in the children^ 
lives, in the school and out of school, in relation to their 
needs. Country children have language needs, arithmetic needs, 
geography needs, which are just as apparent and definite and 
practical as are those of city children; probably more so. 
The elementary school in the country.should be neither voca- 
1. N.E.A. Proceedings 1919* Organization of Public Education 
for Service in the New Democracy (Lee L. Driver) 
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tional nor cultural solely; rather it should he appreciative in 
its aim. 
It is worthy of note in connection with this newer trend 
that the colored rural elementary school was not immediately 
influenced by changes affecting education near the close of the 
second decade of the twentieth century. As a matter of fact 
the isolation of districts, the inferior status of teachers, 
together with outmoded administrative measures, tended to extend 
traditionalism into a much later period* More drastic modes of 
stimulation were needed to awaken supervisors and school boards 
to the need for conformity to universally accepted standards. 
In one respect, however, the Negro rural schools showed 
progress. From the beginning of their direction of these 
schools, the Jeanes workers had introduced "activities" that may 
truthfully be classified as purposeful and "life-related." 
These experiences were limited to Health Education and to in¬ 
dustrial occupations of the home. It was largely in their 
methods of Health Education that the newer techniques of teach¬ 
ing were applied. Health habits based on the needs of the 
group Y/ere taught in life situations; school lunches were pre- 
1. N.E.A. Proceedings 19191 Course of Study Reorganized (Katherine 
M. Cook) 
pared according to dietary rules; clinical treatment of physical 
defects was offered; follow-up measures were prescribed and car¬ 
ried out under trained inspectors. Recreation as a corrective 
of physical and emotional handicap involved many of the aims and 
practices of physical education in progressive schools. 
"Although this activity has varied with'the variation in 
individual talent, most Jeanes teachers have at least made their 
contribution through campaigns for the establishment of health 
clinics, prenatal clinics, greater cleanliness, attention to 
hair, physical examinations of children, and correction of eye 
defects. prom the beginning the schools were run on unconven¬ 
tional principles."1 
1. The Jeanes Fund and the Jeanes Teacher, Pub. John P. Slater 
Fund, 1936—726 Jackson Place, N. W. » Washington, D. C. 
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The child-centered aim contained within the "projects" and 
purposeful activities of the third decade of the century has 
continued to influence elementary education in spite of varied 
social and economic conditions. Merriam, in "Child Life and 
the Curriculum" and Collings in "An Experiment with aProject 
Curriculum" were early exponents of the theory. Their 7/orks 
appeared respectively in 1920 and 1923 and illustrate the utili¬ 
zation of essentially rural areas in their scheme* Rugg and 
Shumaker have probably made the clearest exposition of the chiId- 
centered concept in their classic treatment, published in 1928.1 
Rural education must necessarily be affected by a reform which has 
been widely tested in country schools. The emphasis of the move¬ 
ment on curriculum-making as "a shared responsibility" is mainly 
responsible for the recent attempts in agricultural states to re¬ 
vise their course of study in conformity with modern standards. 
In Georgia retardation of the reform in Negro rural 
schools is due to shifts in the population as well as to economic 
depression. The latter influence caused wide-spread migration 
of unemployed colored men and their families to mid-western in¬ 
dustrial centers. Yet, the decrease of population from this 
1. Rugg, Harold 0., and Shumaker, Ann: The ChiId-Centered School— 
Tfarld Book Company--1928—Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
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source has been greatly exaggerated. Statistics affirm that 
Mtwo-thirds of the Negro population still live in the rural cen¬ 
ters. More recently there has been a shift from urban migra¬ 
tion to the country—an influence toward the recognition of rural 
centers as subsistence areas. Stabilization is demanded. The 
i 
present direction of educational thought among leaders in this 
state is toward improvement through the school's acceptance of 
teaching materials and methods related to Mthe persistent prob¬ 
lems of living” of Georgia people. 
The direct outgrowth of this objective is the program 
for the improvement of instruction in Georgia, built upon the 
democratic principle and inclusive of all levels of learning. 
"Many representative laymen, administrators, and teachers in 
public schools and colleges of the state have had a hand in it. 
It does not propose to reorganize the curriculum of the schools, 
but rather to give direction and meaning to public education, 
o 
and to guide the efforts of teachers to improve instruction. 
The guide to curriculum reorganization selects as the 
basis of the program values derived from the peculiar needs of 
the inhabitants of Georgia and from the natural advantages of 
1. u. 3. Office of Education Bulletin--1933—No. 5* Rural Elementary 
Education among Negroes under Jeanes Supervising Teachers(Caliver) 
2. Bulletin No. 2--May, 1937--State Dept, of Education--Atlanta, Ga. 
Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction 
the state 
. These needs and the utilization of resources con¬ 
stitute "the persistent problems of living" outlined in the 
guide. The scope of the curriculum is shown in the attached 
Scope Chart. 
In determining the trend of rural education in Georgia, 
mention should be made also of an encouraging sign of advancement 
that is being shown in the interaction of elementary and high 
school education in the south to-day. 
Dr. Caliver, in "Secondary Sducation for Negroes," presents 
statistical data bearing on the recent advancement of secondary 
education in sixteen southern states.1 Of interest in the pres¬ 
ent study of the Negro rural elementary school are the following 
statements: 
1. Two-thirds of the high schools have been started since 
the beginning of the World War. 
2* Eighty-six per cent* of the accredited schools have 
been accredited since 1920. 
3. The past fifteen years have been the period of greatest 
growth in secondary education for Negroes* 
4. During the period the percentage of increase of colored 
pupils has exceeded that of white pupils.2 
1. Georgia is a member of the group. The facts recorded apply 
equally to each of the sixteen states. 
«o. bulletin 1932 > No. 171 Monograph 7> U* 3* Office of Education 9 
Secondary Education for Negroes (Caliver) 
Other data from the report disclose the fact that in the 
southern states surveyed there were fifteen schools for higher 
training in 1866; 800 in 1930--a gain of 785. Prom the point 
of view of elementary education in these areas it is of interest 
that the increase in high school enrollment is of recent date. 
.n.s high school enrollment is dependent on the completion of an 
elementary school course, corresponding gains in the basal stud¬ 
ies are presupposed. That these gains have taken place in re¬ 
cent years is evidence of the subtle influences implicit in the 
newer educational concepts. 
The Present Status of Supervision in Ilegro Rural Schools 
Aside from Jeanes supervision of Hegro rural schools in 
the south, direction of teaching activities in country districts 
is not organized in a way to promote measurable improvement of 
those Y/orkers who, because they are traditionalists or of inferio 
educational status, stand pre-eminently in need of guidance. 
Three outstanding means of correcting this deficiency have re¬ 
cently been developed. Pirst among them is supervision through 
the office of a county or a state superintendent of schools. 
The techniques adopted by state departments of education com¬ 
prise visitation of schools, directed teaching, uniform courses 
of study for elementary schools, and curriculum revision by 
representatives of the various school districts. In the major¬ 
ity of the southern states, this authority is delegated to 
special supervisors. In Georgia the department of education 
appoints as directors of ilegro teachers a state agent, an as¬ 
sistant state agent, and a Negro assistant. Through these agen¬ 
cies workers in the most remote areas are reached by means of 
conferences, Teachers Institutes, demonstrations, and visitation, 
the conference proving the most general technique employed. 
Visitation of teachers singly is not wide-reaching in its in¬ 
fluence. 
The second plan for the in-service direction of teachers 
in Georgia necessitates the attendance of these workers at sum¬ 
mer sessions of state normal schools and teachers* C-olleges or 
at extension courses. Frequently, provision is made for the 
admission of in-service teachers to normal schools or colleges 
during a quarter or semester of the regular school term. The 
extension class has recently gained in recognition. The train- 
ing offered in these courses is, in the main, academic, the 
background of the majority of Negro rural teachers demanding 
a review of "fundamentals" in high schools. In addition to 
this requirement, however, opportunity is afforded at the same 
time for "majoring" in Education, frequently with the privilege 
of observation or actual practice-teaching in laboratory schools 
The work of extension classes in Education is theoretical rather 
than practical. 
The third and most recent agency for improving instruc¬ 
tion in the Negro rural schools of Georgia is that of curriculum 
revision--a cooperative measure that gives promise of contrib¬ 
uting efficiently to the reorganization of the program in col¬ 
ored schools along lines of progressive teaching. The effort 
"represents the thinking and plans of a, hundred or more teach¬ 
ers, principals, and superintendents of schools of Georgia work¬ 
ing together for a period of three years as individuals, commit¬ 
tees, and informal groups. Suggestions are made for meeting 
community needs; for evaluating new school programs; and for 
presenting simple and practical beginning steps for nev; programs 
in smaller rural schools and in secondary schools."1 
1. Georgia Program for the Improvement of Instruction, Bulletin 
No. 2; May, 1937; State Department of Education, Atlanta, Ga 
As a result of the combined effort of these groups, a 
curricular guide has evolved that presents definite procedures 
for elementary school-teachers throughout the state* These 
courses of study have become basal text-books in Elementary 
Education in the principal teacher-training centers of Georgia. 
Ill 
SUMMARY AKD COITCLUSIOMS 
In summarizing the results of this study, the following 
data appear to be significant. 
1. The general trend of elementary education in America 
is still chiId-centered, with an increasing emphasis, however, 
on a saner application of the progressive theory. Country 
schools, although late in adopting progressive principles, recog 
nize the peculiar advantages of the new education for rural 
workers. 
2. Public education in the south, especially in the ad¬ 
ministration of Hegro rural schools, has remained largely tra¬ 
ditional, mainly because of difficulties almost insurmountable 
in improving the educational standard of this region. These 
difficulties comprise the south’s peculiar economic problems, 
the inaccessibility of school districts, inadequate buildings 
and equipment, and employment of inferior teachers* 
5* In spite of obstacles encountered, influences in the 
direction of conformity with recent standards indicate a grad¬ 
ual acceptance of changes in the organisation of these schools. 
a. The first influence of note is that of Jeanes 
supervision, a force that still controls largely the effi¬ 
ciency and the progress of Negro rural education. 
b. Recent social and industrial changes also govern 
the status of the colored rural schools in this section. 
(1) The vocational concept of rural education 
introduced into Negro schools improvements that ex¬ 
tended uo the home and to the community. 
(2) Cultural aims, to which voca.tionalization 
gave place, reveal the influence of the progressive 
school through indications of the improved status of 
the Negro rural teacher* her greater efficiency as 
measured by higher certification requirements, in- 
service training, reading interests, and a gradual 
adoption of the newer techniques of measurement and 
of guidance. 
c. Curriculum reorganization in Georgia is an en¬ 
couraging sign of improved opportunities. The state lead¬ 
ers in education to-day accept as fundamental to the suc¬ 
cess of their schools the democratic ideal; the concept of 
a functional program; and the utilization in curricular 
developments for all schools of Georgia’s "persistent prob¬ 
lems . 0 
4. Measurable progress of Kegro rural schools in Georgia 
is as yet rudimentary. Recent indications of achievement tnat 
lends itself to objective treatment appear in statistics deal¬ 
ing with the rapid increase in number and efficiency of high 
schools for colored pupils. This information is significant 
because of the bearing that it has on the interrelationship of 
elementary and secondary education. 
Recommendations 
1. Recommendations lie in the direction of improved 
supervision of Megro rural schools in Georgia, mainly through 
State Teachers Colleges, Institutes, Demonstration Centers, 
and similar agencies for in-service and pre-service training. 
Provision must be made for directed observation and supervised 
teaching of in-service workers; for "a type of teacher-training 
that relates itself to present-day realities and problems;. 
for a well-organized system of creative supervision emphasizing 
teacher-growth, desirable pupil-growth, and the improvement of 
classroom instruction,n 
Chart of the Scope of the Curriculum 
PERSISTENT PROBLEMS, OR 
BASIC ASPECTS OF LIVING 
I. Maintaining physical, mental, 
and emotional health. 
II. Earning a living. 
III. Performing the responsibili¬ 
ties of citizenship. 
IV. Utilizing and controlling the 
natural environment for in¬ 
dividual and social needs. 
V. Receiving and transmitting 
ideas, and transporting per¬ 
sons and commodities. 
VI. Expressing aesthetic and 
spiritual impulses. 
PRE-SCHOOL 
The Immediate Environment. 
The home, play, nature. 
1. Establishing habits of health and 
safety through contact with: 
a. Sanitary and hygienic envir¬ 
onment in home and school 
b. An adequate diet 
c. Suitable recreational facili¬ 
ties, etc. 
1. Becoming acquainted with con¬ 
tributions of workers in the 
home and the community. 
1. Forming, through performing, 
habits of citizenship. 
2. Sharing in making standards for 
individual and group conduct. 
3. Making contributions to the wel¬ 
fare of home and play groups. 
4. Cooperating with both adults 
and children in a variety of ex¬ 
periences. 
B. Practicing desirable social 
usages. 
1. Becoming acquainted with and 
developing an appreciation of the 
natural environment through ex¬ 
periences with plants, animals, 
and other natural phenomena. 
2. Helping to protect and conserve 
plants and animals. 
1. Language experiences through: 
a. Living and playing in a social 
group 
b. Story telling 
c. Communicating with each 
other to satisfy needs 
2. Using means of communication 
and seeing others use means of 
communication: 
a. Telephone 
b. Radio 
c. Mail service 
3. Using and seeing others use 
means of transportation, such as 
cars, trains, airplanes, boats, 
animals and wagons. 
2. Observing the operation of 
health laws in plant and animal 
life. 
1. Experiencing beauty as ex¬ 
pressed in music, art, literature, 
and nature. 
2. Creating songs, poems, stories, 
plays, and dances. 
3. Participating in the Teligious life 
of the home and community. 
VII. Utilizing education as a 
means of acquiring and 
transmitting the social heri¬ 
tage, and as an agency for 
conserving and improving 
human and material re- 
1. Becoming acquainted with the 
school as an agency that con¬ 
tributes to individual develop¬ 
ment. 
EARLY ELEMENTARY 
The Immediate Environment. 
The home, school, community, 
nature, literature, art, music, 
rhythm. 
1. Forming, through performing, 
habits of health and safety. 
3. Learning how the community 
protects life and property 
through public servants, such as 
game protectors, policemen, fire¬ 
men, doctors, dentists, nurses, 
and other agencies. 
4. Employing suitable recreational 
facilities. 
1. Becoming acquainted with con¬ 
tributions of workers in the 
home and the community. 
2. Becoming acquainted with the 
uses of money. 
Forming, through performing, 
habits of citizenship. 
2. Observing standards of conduct 
that have been set up by home, 
school, and community groups. 
3. Making individual contributions 
to the welfare of the home, 
school, and community groups. 
4. Cooperating with both adults 
and children in a variety of ex¬ 
periences. 
5. Practicing desirable social 
usages. 
1. Becoming acquainted with the 
immediate natural environment: 
plants, animals, and other nat¬ 
ural phenomena. 
2. Helping to conserve and protect 
plants and animals. 
1. Reading the printed page. 
2. Language expression in speak¬ 
ing and writing. 
3. Graphic expression with line and 
color. 
4. Expression through music and 
rhythm. 
5. Employing means of communi¬ 
cation, such as mail service, 
telephone, radio, movies, and 
printed materials. 
6. Becoming acquainted with the 
means of transportation used by 
self and others by: 
a. Employing means of transpor¬ 
tation, such as automobiles, 
trains, airplanes, boats and 
wagons 
b. Using books, pictures, etc. 
c. Constructing means of trans¬ 
portation 
7. Employing safety measures in 
using transportation facilities. 
LATER ELEMENTARY 
GRADES 4, 5, 6, 7 
1. Experiencing beauty as ex¬ 
pressed in nature, music, art, 
and literature. 
2. Expressing aestl 
through playing, singing, draw¬ 
ing, dancing, and language. 
Exploring and adventuring in an 
expanding environment, in health and 
recreation, in the physical world, in 
the realm of science, in the fine arts, 
through the lives of great men, in 
relationships between the individual 
and the group. 
1. Forming, through performing, hab¬ 
its of health and safety. 
2. Becoming acquainted with the ef¬ 
fect of geographic, climatic, and 
biological conditiocs upon health in 
the immediate environment. 
3. Becoming acquainted with the lives 
and works of ancient and modern 
pioneers in the field of health. 
4. Becoming aware of the responsibil¬ 
ity of the individual and the group 
for health and safety. 
6. Utilizing group and individual rec¬ 
reational facilities. 
1. Learning the effects of geographi¬ 
cal conditions on occupations. 
2. Becoming acquainted with the oc¬ 
cupations of interesting people. 
3. Becoming acquainted with types of 
workers in various occupations and 
their contributions to the common 
good. 
4. Becoming acquainted with the part 
played by science in creating new 
jobs and displacing workers. 
1. Forming, through performing, hab¬ 
its of citizenship. 
2. Sharing in making and observing 
standards of conduct in home, 
school, and community groups. 
3. Making individual contributions to 
the work of the home, school, and 
community. 
4. Cooperating with government and 
other service agencies which touch 
daily living. 
5. Becoming acquainted with the lives 
of people who have contributed to 
our civilization and culture. 
6. Practicing desirable social usages. 
1. Exploring widely in the physical 
world: 
a. Geographical features affecting 
modern life 
b. Plants and animals as friends 
and enemies 
c. Resources of nature, their wise 
use and conservation 
d. Weather and climatic conditions 
affecting the individual 
e. Practical application of physical 
laws 
f. Elementary facts about astron¬ 
omy 
2. Studying the lives of inventors and 
scientists who have made worthy 
contributions to society. 
3. Preserving and creating beauty in 
the natural environment. 
1. Practicing with the tools and tech¬ 
niques of communication: speaking, 
reading, writing, measurement, and 
number relations. 
2. Becoming acquainted with: 
a. Geographical influences on means 
of communication and transpor¬ 
tation 
b. Lives of inventors and discover¬ 
ers and their contributions to 
the improvement of communica¬ 
tion and transportation 
c. Transportation as used by others 
(past and present) 
3. Using means of communication, 
such as postal service, telephone, 
radio, movies, telegraph, newspa¬ 
pers, and magazines. 
4. Using means of transportation, 
such as train, automobile, airplane, 
bus, truck, and wagon. 
6. Practicing correct social usage in 
communication and transportation. 
hetic impulses 
3. Participating in the religious 
life of the home, school, and 
community. 
1. Becoming acquainted with the 
school as an agency that con¬ 
tributes to community life. 
2. Becoming acquainted with 
phases of community life that 
contribute to the education of 
the individual. 
1. Experiencing and interpreting 
beauty as expressed in nature, 
music, art, and littrature. 
2. Creating beauty with nature, 
music, art, and language. 
3. Becoming acquainted with the lives 
of those who have created beauty. 
4. Utilizing facilities for aesthetic and 
social development; such as libra¬ 
ries, radio, movies, and music. 
5. Participating cooperatively in aes¬ 
thetic and spiritual activities of 
school and community. 
1. Studying the livts of educators 
who have made Vorthy contribu¬ 
tions to society, i 
2. Becoming aware of the function of 
the school in the life of the indi¬ 
vidual. 
3. Becoming proficient in the use of 
tools and techniques needed in ac¬ 
quiring an education. 
LOWER SECONDARY 
GRADES 7, 8, 9 
The relation of the individual to 
the modem world; individual adjust¬ 
ment to problems of health and recre¬ 
ation; the vocational world; science, 
fine arts, music, art, literature; social 
usage and customs. 
1. Investigating health and safety 
conditions in occupations. 
2. Becoming aware of the application 
of scientific discoveries to individ¬ 
ual and group health. 
Becoming aware of and utilizing 
public health services. 
4. Evaluating social usages and cus¬ 
toms in the light of health princi¬ 
ples. 
6. Appraising individual and group 
recreational possibilities. 
6. Utilizing group and individual rec¬ 
reational facilities. 
1. Long-time planning based on an 
analysis of vocational and educa¬ 
tional opportunities and individual 
interests and abilities. 
2. Becoming acquainted with the ap¬ 
plication of science to occupational 
conditions. 
3. Becoming acquainted with govern¬ 
mental regulations affecting indi¬ 
vidual participation in the occupa¬ 
tional world. 
4. Experiencing business practices. 
1. Forming, through performing, hab¬ 
its of citizenship. 
2. Sharing in making standards of 
conduct for group welfare. 
3. Observing standards of conduct set 
up by home, school, community, 
state, and national groups. 
4. Making individual contributions to 
the welfare of the home, school, 
community, state, and nation. 
5. Cooperating with government and 
other service agencies which touch 
daily living. 
6. Recognizing the contribution of all 
workers. 
7. Understanding the machinery and 
operations of government. 
8. Practicing desirable social usages. 
1. Developing an understanding of: 
a. Man as an adjusting organism 
b. The natural environment as it 
affects individual and social 
needs 
c. Mechanical means of utilizing 
and conserving natural resources 
d. Weather and climatic conditions 
resulting from the operation of 
natural laws 
e. Natural laws and their practical 
application 
f. Elementary facts about astron¬ 
omy 
2. Understanding how the govern¬ 
ment and other agencies conserve 
and regulate the use of the natural 
resources. 
3. Preserving and creating beauty in 
the natural environment. 
1. Interpreting and employing the 
spoken word, printed word, num¬ 
ber relations, music, and art, as 
means of communication. 
2. Applying scientific discoveries and 
inventions to the individual’s expe¬ 
riences with communication and 
transportation. 
3. Becoming acquainted with the re¬ 
lation of government to means of 
communication and transportation. 
4. Practicing correct social usage in 
communication and transportation. 
1. Experiencing, interpreting, and cre¬ 
ating beauty as expressed in na¬ 
ture, music, art, and literature. 
2. Developing standards for choosing 
aesthetic activities. 
3. Utilizing suitable facilities for t 
thetic and social development. 
4. Participating cooperatively in aes¬ 
thetic and spiritual activities of the 
school and community. 
1. Recognizing and using educational 
facilities as means of individual 
and group development. 
2. Recognizing education as an agency 
of government for perpetuating its 
ideals. 
, Becoming acquainted with the fa¬ 
cilities for continuing education. 
4. Becoming proficient in the use of 
the tools and techniques needed in 
acquiring an education. 
6. Becoming acquainted with oppor¬ 
tunities for specialized training. 
UPPER SECONDARY 
GRADES 10, 11, 12, JUNIOR 
COLLEGE 
Individual and group relationships 
in meeting modern problems with ref¬ 
erence to health and recreation, organ¬ 
ized and unorganized group efforts; 
world civilizations and cultures; gov¬ 
ernment, social usages and customs. 
1. Improving health and safety con¬ 
ditions through group planning and 
participation. 
2. Utilizing scientific studies of health 
and safety for individual and group 
welfare. 
3. Studying local health and safety 
conditions. 
4. Learning how governmental agen¬ 
cies meet health and safety prob¬ 
lems. 
5. Understanding how social usage in¬ 
fluences health and safety. 
6. Utilizing and improving school and 
community facilities for recreation. 
7. Developing an understanding of 
family life and the responsibilities 
of parenthood. 
1. Long-time planning for vocational 
training and continued education. 
2. Understanding how organized 
groups affect workers at home and 
abroad. 
3. Understanding how science affects 
and is affected by the occupational 
world. 
4. Developing standards for evaluat¬ 
ing and selecting commodities and 
5. Understanding the inter-relation¬ 
ships of government and business 
as affecting workers. 
6. Planning for economic security. 
1. Forming habits of citizenship 
through participation in a variety 
of group activities. 
2. Sharing in making standards of 
conduct for group welfare. 
3. Observing standards of conduct set 
up by home, school, community, 
state, national, and international 
groups. 
4. Making individual contributions to 
the general welfare. 
6. Understanding how organized 
groups influence government. 
6. Applying scientific studies in the 
solution of community problems. 
7. Cooperating with government and 
other service agencies which touch 
daily living. 
8. Evaluating and performing social 
usages. 
1. Utilizing scientific facts in solving 
problems of production, distribu¬ 
tion, and consumption. 
2. Utilizing scientific principles in ev¬ 
ery-day life. 
3. Understanding the effect of the nat¬ 
ural environment on individual and 
group welfare. 
4. Cooperating with the government 
and other agencies in conserving 
and regulating the use of natural 
resources. 
5. Exploring for undiscovered re¬ 
sources. 
5. Preserving and creating beauty in 
the natural environment. 
1. Interpreting and participating in 
the use of the spoken word, the 
written word, number relationships, 
art, and music forms. 
2. Understanding the influence of 
science on the development and use 
of means of communication and 
transportation. 
3. Understanding the inter-relation¬ 
ships between government and 
other agencies of communication 
and transportation. 
4. Becoming acquainted with services 
rendered and the problems created 
by communication and transporta¬ 
tion. 
6. Practicing correct social usage in 
communication and transportation. 
1. Participating in aesthetic and spir¬ 
itual group activities. 
2. Interpreting, appreciating, and cre¬ 
ating beauty through music, art, 
literature, and the drama. 
3. Understanding and appreciating 
the aesthetic and spiritual contri¬ 
butions of our own and of other civ¬ 
ilizations. 
4. Understanding how governments 
and other groups can aid in aes¬ 
thetic development. 
6. Appraising possibilities for aes¬ 
thetic and spiritual growth. 
1. Understanding education as an 
agency of government for perpetu¬ 
ating and perfecting its ideals. 
2. Understanding how other civiliza¬ 
tions have provided facilities for 
education. 
3. Understanding education as an 
agency for conserving and improv¬ 
ing material resources. 
4. Understanding how schools are 
financed and operated. 
5. Acquiring specialized and vocation¬ 
al training to meet individual needs. 
ADULT EDUCATION 
-1 
Individual and group relationships in ad¬ 
justing to society in which we live, in terms 
of the needs and previous educative expe¬ 
riences of the individual. . ... 
Georgia people not enrolled in public 
schools have an immense variety of nee*as, 
interests, purposes, and abilities. The fol¬ 
lowing partial, suggestive list should P^ove 
helpful in indicating experiences suitable 
for them. 
1. Becoming acquainted with the essential 
principles and best practices in child 
care and development. 
2. Becoming acquainted with the essential 
principles and best practices in food se¬ 
lection, preservation and preparation. 
3. Planning for individual, home, and com¬ 
munity recreational facilities. 
4. Becoming acquainted with and observ¬ 
ing the best practices for physical 
safety. 
5. Solving problems of health and disease 
in Georgia, such as malaria, hookworm, 
pellagra, syphilis, typhoid fever, and 
tuberculosis. 
6. Promoting public sanitation and safe 
water ana food supply. 
7. Becoming established in a vocation on 
a proficient basis: 
a. Occupational guidance; requirements 
and opportunities of occupations; 
learning to analyze interests and 
abilities in relation to occupations 
b. Learning to produce goods and ren¬ 
der services efficiently; scientific 
knowledge and methods; mechanical 
skills; cooperation in production 
c. Purchasing and marketing of com¬ 
modities; use of individual and pri¬ 
vate agencies; cooperative methods 
d. Transacting of general vocational 
and home business; intelligent co¬ 
operation; securing and managing 
land, labor, and capital; procuring 
and managing equipment, supplies, 
and services 
8. Planning individual and family budgets. 
9. Understanding and solving problems of 
home ownership, taxation, insurance, 
and business law. 
10. Studying and discussing significant 
facts and trends underlying civic prob¬ 
lems. 
. Studying problems of state and county 
relationships. 
12. Participating in the solution of commu¬ 
nity problems through voting and group 
activities. 
18. Surveying community problems and de¬ 
veloping means of solving them. 
14. Developing an understanding of family 
relationships. 
15. Discussing current social, economic, and 
political issues. 
16. Discussing problems of international re¬ 
lations. 
17. Understanding the significance of edu¬ 
cation in a democratic society. 
18. Improving and creating beauty in the 
natural environment, through garden¬ 
ing, landscaping, and community plan¬ 
ning. 
19. Improving the utility of the natural en¬ 
vironment through proper fertilization, 
rotation of crops, soil and forest conser¬ 
vation, and game protection and propa¬ 
gation. 
20. Conserving the natural resources 
through wise planning for the use of 
water-power, minerals, forests, soils, 
state parks, and the like. 
21. Utilizing properly and understanding 
the principles involved in power machin¬ 
ery and mechanical appliances. 
22. Promoting the extension of rural elec¬ 
trification. 
23. Using and maintaining such community 
facilities as libraries, book clubs, read¬ 
ing circles, drama groups, art and music 
groups, public forums, and town meet¬ 
ings. 
24. Studying the press, the radio, and the 
movies as they affect standards of liv¬ 
ing, ideas, propaganda, language, dress, 
and amusements. 
25. Considering problems of freedom of 
speech and writing. 
26. Investigating and evaluating existing 
transportation facilities with reference 
to health, safety, and economy. 
27. Cooperating with such movements as 
drivers’ schools and safety campaigns. 
28. Participating in group activities such 
as the Little Theatre, book clubs, art 
clubs, community choruses or orchestras, 
bands, journalism clubs, and garden 
clubs. 
29. Cultivating individual interests in arts, 
music, etc. 
30. Planning for home and community beau¬ 
tification. 
31. Participating in the spiritual life of the 
community. 
32. Setting standards for the spiritual life 
of the community. 
33. Utilizing available educational facilities 
for individual, family, and community 
improvement. 
34. Participating in extension activities of 
institutions of higher learning. 
35. Utilizing and evaluating as educative 
influences such agencies as the press, 
the radio, and the movies. 
36. Studying problems of the school from 
the standpoint of maintaining adequate 
educational facilities for all. 
37. Solving problems of illiteracy. 
38. Becoming acquainted with the curricu¬ 
lum and with modern methods of the 
school. 
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